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	Title: CREATE OUTDOOR ROOMS 
	Author: by Cecile Garrison, UCCE Master Gardener
	Page 1: We all love a green healthy lawn!  It is very restful to the eye, but, it is also the biggest water user in the landscape.  If you want to reduce your water bill and be more water conservative in the landscape, then remove some of it!  It is really not that hard and by adding curving walkways, a bench or two, some vegetables and herbs, arbors with flowering vines, trees, and shrubs you can create two or more outdoor rooms even on a small city lot.   You can spend a lot and create formal rooms for elegant entertaining or hit the yard sales for economical additions to your garden escape.  You can tuck a small table and chairs in the far corner, claim that cluttered side between your house and fence or create a charming area for entertaining right in the middle of the back yard.The patio adjacent to the home is the most important outdoor room because of the proximity to the indoor kitchen and living space.  Add seating, tables, plants and decorations the same way you do the inside of your home.  Let your imagination go!  Put mirrors on walls to visually expand your space.  Hang draperies from the ceiling to hide views you don’t like.  Steal ideas from magazines or TV shows and make them your own.  Container plants can also hide unwanted views and add to the ambiance.  Cannas, clumping bamboo, and philodendrons are just a few plants that do well in large containers.  Japanese maples, dwarf citrus, and dwarf pomegranate can be maintained for years in containers.  Most plants can benefit from a few hours of early morning sun but definitely need protection from our hot afternoon sun.Curving pathways through the garden are essential!  Formulate at least a tentative plan to get from your main outdoor area to at least one other, preferably at the other end of your yard.  It’s more interesting if you don’t see everything at once.  Add a tree, tall shrub or interesting garden art at the curves to block the view beyond.  Concrete pavers on a bed of sand provide a stable, attractive, and relatively inexpensive path.  Decomposed granite, pebble gravel or humus are also inexpensive pathway materials.  We have also used forms which when filled with premixed concrete look like cobblestone.  Those are very labor intensive!  Use the same pathway material to create small seating areas.When I change an area of lawn into a flower or vegetable bed I spray the grass with Roundup and wait for it to die.  I place several layers of wet newspaper over the dead grass and six inches of good garden soil mixed with composted steer manure.  The newspaper will prevent the lawn from re-growing and weeds from germinating.  I plant seeds or seedlings in those six inches of soil.  I outline the bed with 8-10 inch rocks to hold the soil in place and add a decorative element.  As the roots grow the newspaper and dead grass decompose and nourish the soil, plants and microorganisms.  Try to limit the beds to four to five feet wide to prevent soil compaction when you maintain them.
	Page 2: Add two to three hundred square feet to your outdoor living space by capturing that side yard between your house and the fence.   Bring the curving pathway through that area and put plants which will tolerate the amount of sun your space provides.  For shady areas most ferns, bleeding hearts and impatiens will do well.  If it’s sunny most of the day you can use vegetables, herbs, or flowering perennials.  Create walls for your outdoor rooms with lattice laced with ivy, potato, star jasmine, or annual morning glory vines.  Utilize the blank walls of the garage or home by placing mirrors, pictures or plant stands with hearty, heat and drought tolerant plants.  Asparagus ferns do very well in containers in sun or shade and with little attention.  Ornamental garlic and peppers also take the heat well in containers. Don’t forget, a well placed bench under a shade tree can provide a restful spot for a short break or a view of the garden.  A small table with two chairs on a gravel floor surrounded by Butterfly bushes (Buddleia) becomes a special spot to enjoy your morning coffee.  Attend plant swaps to get free plants! Reduce, Re-use, Recycle!  Use things not intended for the garden in new ways.  Ornamental grass survives nicely in a metal teakettle-just put in drainage holes.  Old toy wagons look great planted with annual Wave petunias.Reclaim every inch of space in your yard for “living”!
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